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Project Arcade: Build Your Own Arcade MachineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is a culmination of five years of research into the subject of interfacing genuine arcade controls to computers. It is a polished and portable companion to the author’s Web site, the Build Your Own Arcade Controls FAQ (BYOAC), located at www.arcadecontrols.com/. Most of the research and information for this book came from the Web,...
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Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the GarageSyngress Publishing, 2005
The perfect book for computer hobbyists, Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the Garage is sure to equally appeal both to kids with gift certificates looking for fun on a snowy January day as well as to adults eager to learn the basics of simple microcomputer design. The book will begin by teaching readers the basics of computer processing by...
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iOS SDK Programming A Beginners GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Response to the iPhone, the iPod touch, and now the iPad has been nothing short of overwhelming. The App Store has captured the hobbyist’s imagination like no other platform in recent memory. Hobbyists have made—and will continue to make—money from their creations sold on the App Store. And we aren’t necessarily...
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50 Awesome Auto Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Evil Genius format is the perfect "vehicle" for 50 incredible automotive projects that are compatible with any car, no matter what make, model, or year. Focusing on low-cost, easily obtained components, the book lists the items needed to complete each project along with a troubleshooting and repair section.     


...
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Applied Network SecurityPackt Publishing, 2017

	Master the art of detecting and averting advanced network security attacks and techniques


	About This Book

	
		Deep dive into the advanced network security attacks and techniques by leveraging tools such as Kali Linux 2, MetaSploit, Nmap, and Wireshark
	
		Become an expert in cracking WiFi...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® delivers a complete workflow solution for the

	digital photographer—from importing, reviewing, organizing, and enhancing

	digital images to publishing photos, producing client presentations, creating

	photo books and web galleries, and outputting high-quality prints. The user...
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Compliers and Compiler Generators: An Introduction With C++Thomson Delmar Learning, 1997
This book has been written to support a practically oriented course in programming language translation for senior undergraduates in Computer Science. More specifically, it is aimed at students who are probably quite competent in the art of imperative programming (for example, in C++, Pascal, or Modula-2), but whose mathematics may be a little...
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Car PC HacksO'Reilly, 2005
A car PC or carputer is a car tricked-out with electronics for playing radio, music and DVD movies, connecting to the Internet, navigating and tracking with satellite, taking photos, and any electronic gadget a person wants in a car. All these devices are managed and controlled through a single screen or interface. The only place car PC enthusiasts...
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OS X and iOS Kernel ProgrammingApress, 2011


	Kernel development can be a daunting task and is very different from programming traditional user

	applications. The kernel environment is more volatile and complex. Extraordinary care must be taken to

	ensure that kernel code is free of bugs because any issue may have serious consequences to the stability,

	security, and performance...
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Photoshop Elements 4 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Whether you're a hobbyist or a pro, look what you can do with Elements 4!
   Photoshop Elements is all grown up — a powerful program that's easy to use and gives professional results. This book's step-by-step instructions and full-color examples help you take creative control of Photoshop Elements' tools. From sharpening...
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Make an Arduino-Controlled Robot (Make: Projects)Make Books, 2012

	
		Building robots that sense and interact with their environment used to be tricky. Now, Arduino makes it easy. With this book and an Arduino microcontroller and software creation environment, you’ll learn how to build and program a robot that can roam around, sense its environment, and perform a wide variety of tasks. All you to...
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Android Application Development for Java ProgrammersCengage Learning, 2012

	We are witnessing an explosion in the use of handheld mobile devices worldwide. Recent polls have shown that many people own and use more than one mobile device, and some use as many as three or four. Smart phones, tablets, and handheld game devices are ubiquitous. The Android operating system (OS)--an open-source OS with Linux at its...
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